Project reporting: editorial

This is the third issue of the PRS-LTSN Journal. We are now publishing the output from the projects and mini-projects we have been funding over the last twelve months. This means that we are making available some of the best subject-specific learning and teaching scholarship and practical teaching advice in the PRS disciplines in the UK.

Each of the project reports printed below tackles a different important issue that lecturers and tutors are currently confronting. Each has its origins in a different subject area, but offers real advice and scholarly consideration of matters that are of concern to all.

Jarvis and Cain’s excellent and detailed survey of research on the diversification of forms of assessment in essay writing and examinations is nominally addressed to those teaching history of science, but has obvious and timely application to all the disciplines supported by the PRS-LTSN. This report is only the first part of Jarvis and Cain’s research; once published, the whole series will form a comprehensive account of the means by which changes in modes of assessment can dramatically improve the student learning experience. I heartily recommend this project report as a well-researched and important resource that all should keep close to hand when examining departmental assessment practices.

Crosby, Pattison and Skilton address a perennial problem for our disciplines, how to properly integrate questioning into topics where students have strongly held beliefs. Again, the application may be extended; although their research and experiences have a locus in theology and religious studies, their insights are also germane in areas of philosophy that touch on fundamental beliefs and real life ethical situations. The survey of student attitudes and the exercises that the authors used are printed here to help staff explore students’ beliefs and attitudes. This should give an informed picture of those aspects of the programmes, units or courses that students find most challenging or even invasive. I am sure that the exercises can be adapted for other TRS courses and for PRS generally.

Hawley introduces us to a peer-led group work practice in philosophy that encourages reading and discussion amongst students. Its application to all PRS subjects—that rely so much on close textual work and discursive examination of concepts and abstract ideas—is immediate and clear. It is an excellent model for the development of future programmes where pressures to increase student numbers will force a re-examination of the traditional teaching methods. It is important that the discursive “face-to-face” nature of our disciplines isn’t lost in the struggle to deliver to greater numbers with relatively reduced resources.

Finally, Sellars’ overview of current trends in the scholarship of philosophy learning and teaching provides an excellent introduction to a number of themes for debate in which I hope you will participate.

I am particularly pleased to publish these three reports and Sellars’ article, as they demonstrate how the PRS-LTSN (and the LTSN as a whole) has moved forward in generating fresh subject-specific debate and scholarship in a relatively short period of time. The funding councils, working to their given government targets, have set objectives that we will find hard to meet if we wish to retain the quality of the education we deliver to students. However, the agenda may not be impossible to address if we attempt to find what is distinctive and worth preserving in the best of our current practices. There may be real and hard questions to be asked about just what learning in philosophy, theology and so on, is supposed to be. But unless there is some scholarly basis for these discussions, all that is valuable will be lost before we have even considered what this learning is. We all know the importance of clear evidence and analysis in our research for carrying forward arguments and discussion. Without similar evidence and analysis of learning, teaching and assessment, we have no position from which to argue a case for alternative targets and objectives. Falling back on traditions devised for a previous period in higher education will certainly not help us at this time.

David J Mossley, Editor
1. Introduction

Assessment in undergraduate history of science courses relies heavily on set essays and final examinations. While these are useful for some developmental and assessment purposes, neither is an all-purpose tool. Most important, they concentrate attention on some learning processes but ignore others. If students do nothing but sit final examinations and write essays on set questions, some key and subject-specific skills may never be developed. Neither tool fairs well in campaigns to shift from passive to active learning environments or from summative to formative assessment. Tutors tend to choose them for their familiarity rather than for their appropriateness within specific learning and teaching contexts (Knight and Edwards, 1995: 11).
Tutors often forget that most students direct their learning in courses primarily according to mandatory assessment tasks. This fact places a tutor’s decisions about assessment at the heart of learning within courses. It teaches a harsh lesson: innovative teaching efforts are unlikely to succeed unless they are attached to assessment credit.

The project underlying this paper focused on a challenge to diversify assessment in our speciality within the practical constraints of an operating BSc degree programme in history and philosophy of science. We knew this was well-trodden ground in the education literature. Rather than re-invent the wheel, we undertook an extensive survey and synthesis project on alternative assessment techniques. In collating the material we collected, we identified practical advice on the design, implementation, and likely problems for the specific tools we might introduce into our overall assessment strategy.

This paper, the first in a series, considers two standard assessment tools: set essays and final examinations. What are their strengths and weaknesses? What kinds of adjustments might be introduced to improve diversification? What benefits can diversification bring?

2. Assessment built around learning objectives

Theories of assessment—why it should take place, how it guides knowledge acquisition, what forms it might take, and where it should be located within learning programmes—are reviewed authoritatively by Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus (1971), Brown and Knight (1994), and Brown, Bull and Pendlebury (1997). The LTSN Generic Centre provides a useful pamphlet series on assessment, including guides for building departmental assessment strategies (Mutch and Brown, 2001), for individual tutors (Brown, 2001), and for developing assessment portfolios (Baume, 2001).

It’s easy to be caught up in the sheer variety of options when rethinking assessment practices. We chose to avoid change for change’s sake. Clift and Imrie (1981), Schneck (1988), and Brown, Race and Smith (1996) argue the nature of the assessment imposed upon students is a key factor on student choice of study technique and the depth of their learning. Students tailor their learning to maximise success in assessment while minimising study effort. Without careful alignment between course objectives and assessment demands (Brown, 2001), students abandon a tutor’s carefully planned curriculum and experience a course through the criteria set by assessment (Harvey and Knight, 1996). In short, students ‘take their cues from what is assessed rather than what lecturers assert is important’ (Brown, et al., 1997: 7). Also see Schneck (1988).
sake alone. When considering the utility of new assessment tools, several concerns came to the foreground.

First, at the heart of any degree programme or course structure should be a set of learning objectives. Setting these objectives requires a fundamental shift in emphasis (Table 1). Move away from the activity itself. Think about why you’re assigning a task in the first place. Focus on the central aims you want to pursue. Course aims tend to combine subject-specific goals and degree programme goals to produce a mixture of aims involving (1) content, (2) method, and (3) key skills (Gooday, 2002). Courses also set aims with respect to particular cognitive skills such as description, analysis, and synthesis (Biggs, 1999). Ideally, courses co-ordinate their aims within an overall programme and do so in a progressive fashion.

Table 1: Shifting from activity to objectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>write an essay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aims</td>
<td>develop critical thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>read sources on reading list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>compare and contrast X with Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>locate and evaluate the thesis in X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>construct an argument in favour of X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A distinction between aims and objectives is key. Aims state goals. Objectives translate goals into demonstrable outcomes by translating mental states into observable actions. This shift to operational thinking is crucial when choosing assessment tools (e.g., Beard and Hartley, 1984; Allan, 1996; Biggs, 1999; Brown, 2001). Explicit objectives are crucial for designing the tasks that make up an assessment programme. They help students understand what an assignment asks them to do. In the example in Table 1, a variety of observable tasks can be assigned to demonstrate the stated aims.

Aims and objectives should guide decisions about assessment activities, not the reverse. Set essays and final examinations should be abandoned where they prove poorly suited for the chosen combination of aims and objectives, or where they seem less well suited than alternatives.

Measuring the value of assessment tools requires distinguishing between two types of information that assessment can provide.
Summative assessment provides one type of information, focusing on final tests of ability. For the tutor, summative assessment provides a measure for the overall extent of learning achieved by a student at the conclusion of a course or course unit. A final examination, set at the end of a term or year, is the classic example of summative assessment. This type of assessment has no expressed function other than to indicate a student’s ultimate learning achievement. Marking summative assessment requires little more than the production of grades and justifying comments. These leave little room for negotiation or constructive feedback to students.

Conversely, formative assessment monitors progress towards objectives. It is meant to diagnose relative strengths and weaknesses in this progress to assist both the tutor and student in their future provision of effort. As a developmental tool, formative assessment should involve the swift return of comments. These may originate from the students themselves, their peers, or the tutor. Commentaries may be extensive or limited, but they always should provide constructive steps ahead and be focused on the stated objectives.

In comparison, formative and summative assessment provide different information about the student’s skills in relation to the learning objectives for a course.\(^5\) The choice between them depends on many factors. There is no reason why the two functions cannot be combined within a progressive sequence (e.g., when a summarily assessed project in one course provides formative value for a later course). Importantly, tutors commonly confuse the two sets of demands, particularly in marking essays and providing feedback (Ivanic, et al., 2000; Lea and Street, 2000).

Second, measuring the value of assessment tools involves special considerations peculiar to the specific teaching environment. For example, some courses provide a service role related to specific key skills. Alternatively, local resources (e.g., museum and galleries) might be especially well suited for use. Tutors might operate within specific constraints (e.g., large numbers of students, lack of prerequisites, short timetables, and so on), or they might seek to implement specific policies (such as breaking student routine with assessment, moving students out of their comfort zones, increasing student fairness, or promoting more imagination and key skills). These considerations both constrain and

\(^5\) Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus (1971) provide extensive treatment of various formative and summative techniques. Hyland (2000) is one of innumerable authors defending the value of formative assessment.
enable the types of assessment that might be applied in any particular situation.

Course design should be governed by decisions about learning objectives. These objectives also should guide the choice of assessment tool. Assessment can be designed either to build towards outcomes that satisfy these objectives or to test proficiency after an appropriate period of training. Without clearly defined objectives, assessment is activity without purpose. In this context, merely shifting the method of assessment does nothing to clarify its purpose. Moreover, such a shift may cause more harm than good. Some methods are the poor means for accomplishing certain ends.

3. Set essays
This section considers the strengths and weaknesses of set essays as an assessment tool. It also considers ways to adjust their standard design to broaden their overall value in assessment systems. In section 4, we consider alternative writing projects.

Set essays normally have two formats. Targeted essays ask the student to answer a specific question or consider a single narrow thesis in an essay of set length. A list of core readings often accompanies the task. Open-ended essays ask the student to create their own topic within loose confines, writing to a specific length.

Benefits: The QAA benchmark statement for history emphasises reading and writing skills as central to learning the subject.

History is largely a text-based discipline which requires students to learn to read widely, rapidly and critically, to take good notes, to digest arguments and to synthesise information quickly and intelligently. It also requires them to construct arguments in writing. (Fletcher, et al., 2000: 5)

The statement is emphatic. “We recommend that all single-honours students should be assessed in significant part on their essay-writing skills.” (Fletcher, et al., 2000: 6) No matter how assessment is designed, essay writing should remain “a central component” in the training of historians.

Writing promotes active learning and increases engagement of examined materials. It helps students develop a sense of voice as well as a sense of structure for both narrative and argument. Fletcher, et al (2000: 6) promote essays because they “require students to demonstrate
a number of skills in combination” and develop “integrative high-order skills” (such as analysis and synthesis, as ranked by Biggs, 1999).

History of science courses often function in service roles to degree programmes in the sciences. In such contexts, writing assignments may present the only time within a degree that students are challenged to produce narrative or analysis in formats other than formalised laboratory reports. Composition and written expression become part of the key skills service these courses offer.

Targeted essays allow the student to focus specifically on reading and writing skills—though this rarely is made explicit as an aim of the project. This focus is especially useful in early stages of a degree and in courses where research skills are not expected to be well developed. Moreover, targeted essays simplify time management. When inclusive reading lists are provided (meaning the tutor expects the students to read no other materials), the student need not budget time for research into the total time they allow for their work. This opens opportunities for explicit skill development focusing on reading skills. Set reading lists also create a relatively uniform foundation of knowledge. This aids peer assessment and assessment by less knowledgeable assistants.

Open-ended essays normally aim to promote problem formulation and develop research skills. Because they assume the students already have some sense of the overall subject, these are more appropriate at intermediate and advanced levels of undergraduate work. Open-ended essays allow students to approach a topic creatively and make enquiries relevant to their own interests. They promote independent learning. Project choices also may augment other course work within a degree.

**Recommendations and Implementation:** Objectives underlying essays normally focus on research, reading, reasoning, and writing skills. Developing these skills requires training and explicit attention. Students should not be left simply to “get on with it”. Courses should use or create a tutorial process to support the skills tutors expect students to demonstrate.

On research skills, Gash (2000) provides broad coverage on literature searching. Students also may benefit from a targeted review by the tutor of local resources (especially electronic databases) and reference guides, such as the *Isis Cumulative Bibliography* and *Dictionary of Scientific Biography*). Do not assume students know even the most standard resources. Many academic libraries offer tutorials for general and subject-specific research skills. They also often offer advice on-line (such as
Engle, 2001) and in reference documentation. Courses in subject-specific research methods are common in post-graduate programmes, with details available via course Web sites (key search terms are “research methods history”). The Internet provides many portals for historical research, such as Smith and Smith (2002), though these usually offer few resources immediately relevant for projects. Meta-search engines, such as google.com, can be more direct and up-to-date, though they require considerable sifting and training in effective search techniques. Hart (1998) provides an overview of the research process as it leads to an analysis of relevant literature for a project.

On reading skills, degree programmes should encourage active and critical reading, balancing breadth and depth. But any one course cannot do everything, and tutors need to make choices about the skills they aim to develop. Fairbairn and Fairbairn (2001) provide an exceptionally useful guide to reading skills overall. It is designed for student use. Northedge (1990) combines reading and note-taking skills. Booth, Colomb and Williams (1995) is useful for intermediate students refreshing their skills. Rael (2000) provides a basic on-line guide to the combined process.

Reasoning skills focus on critical thinking (Thomson, 1996). When reading, this involves skills such as locating a thesis, following an argument, and weighing different forms of evidence. When writing, this involves structuring texts to present a clear thesis and evidence within a sound argument. Fairbairn and Winch (1996) bring these three skill sets—reading, writing, and reasoning—together. Kuhn, Weinstock, and Flaton (1994) consider historical reasoning in terms of theory-evidence coordination. Voss, et al. (1994) demonstrates typical causal reasoning in history in a case study on the collapse of the Soviet Union. Hounsell (2000) distinguishes these essay tasks as argument, viewpoint, and arrangement. He encourages tutors to provide opportunities for students to develop each style.

On writing skills, a single course can focus on the complete writing process, or it can concentrate on particular refinements (such as organisation, citation, voice, punctuation, and so on). Many guides for essay writing describe and identify good practice. Crème and Lea (1997) is extremely useful and written for students. It extends the short treatment in Fairbairn and Winch (1996). Pirie (1985) offers additional support. Strunk and White (1979) is a classic for its conciseness. More advanced writers can profit from the advice manual for civil servants (Gowers, 1986). Specialised needs are served by style manuals, such as
the *Chicago manual of style* or the *MLA handbook for writers of research papers*. To help develop their voice, students can be given an audience.

Tutors should promote a culture of improvement for writing skills. Revision is a key aspect of writing. Tutors can dedicate some of their feedback to particular features of composition and exposition. In a formative setting, substantial failings can be identified, and the student should be asked for a revision. In a summative setting, expectations should be noted in criteria for assessment and failings should be reflected in final marks.

Targeted essays should be set with specific expectations regarding reading lists. If a list is provided, tutors should make their expectations clear regarding the need for additional research. Criteria for assessment should identify the cognitive skills the tutor expects to observe. These might be prioritised. Students often benefit from studying a model essay produced for an analogous assignment. Peer assessment can be instructive both to students and tutors (Cheng and Warren, 2000; Race, 2001). If specific writing refinements are chosen as aims in a course, guidance should be set to these ends. Length should be prescribed and justified to students. For example, a short essay places a premium on space and forces students to prioritise. A longer essay increases expectations for elaboration and development.

Open-ended essays promote wide exploration and research. Tutors should make their expectations clear regarding collection and sifting of research material. Students may be tempted to think that more is better, *i.e.*, longer bibliographies automatically receive higher marks. Including a formative stage for the production of working bibliographies (*e.g.*, Kies, 2002) or including an annotated bibliography (*e.g.*, Engle, *et al.*, 1998; Sexty, 1999) in the final submission helps focus the research process and provides the tutor with evidence of accomplishment. This also provides students with a sense of credit for work done regardless what appears in the final submission. Research notebooks are good practice in the sciences (*e.g.*, UFl OTL, 2001) but most on-line guidance seems hard to apply towards the research of typical historical projects (*an exception is Davis, 1998*).

Open-ended essays also require more supervision and project management. Many students find themselves lost when defining projects and settle for those that seem easy rather than those that are interesting or challenging. Others produce projects by foraging through library stacks or Internet sites. Others have difficulty narrowing the scope of a project to specific and do-able ranges within the provided time. Clear
objectives and expectations are important for guidance. Class time dedicated to project definition helps students focus. Sample or model papers prove useful as guides.

Formative assessment—whether through self, peer, or tutor approaches—offers a mechanism for corrective action in open-ended essays. Bell (1987) provides guidance on time and project management for students. Larger essays can be divided into progressive stages of development with components assessed formatively.

**Potential problems:** Targeted essays are frequent objects for plagiarism, whether through essay writing services, foraging through printed and Internet material, or inheritance from previous generations of students. Stefani and Carroll (2001) provide a briefing on plagiarism, plus a useful bibliography for tutors. Carroll and Appleton (2001) provide excellent practical advice. Wilson (2000) supplements coverage and is especially useful for Internet issues. Strategies to minimise overt plagiarism include: regular changes to the list of set essays (so students in one or two subsequent years cannot inherit past work), checks of random samples of essays from each assignment against past papers and obvious sources (the existence of these checks should be advertised to students), and a quick check of all essays using a meta-search engine on the Internet (such as google.com). Students should be asked to retain their drafts, notes, and working bibliographies for evidence in case suspicions arise.

Open-ended essays should receive the same treatment. In these cases, confusion over appropriate use of sources (such as the difference between quoting and paraphrasing) and sloppiness when writing from notes seem to be frequent causes of inadvertent plagiarism. Tutors should make a point of discussing plagiarism concerns because students show considerable confusion about the boundaries between use and abuse of sources. Proactive work, peer assessment of sample cases of ambiguity (e.g., Northedge, 1990: 149–152) and a discussion of frequent causes of inadvertent problems (e.g., Cain, 2000) proves more effective than simply listing rules and regulations or threatening harsh penalties.

In a study of the comments tutors provide as essay feedback, Lea and Street (2000) argue tutors often conflate the aims of targeted and open-ended essays when choosing criteria for assessment. Likewise, student expectations of supervisors tend to differ from tutor expectations of their obligations when it comes to supervision and advice (Hampson, 1994; Phillips and Pugh, 1994).
4. Other types of writing

Writing assignments can vary in format, style and length. These pieces may include an element of role-play or develop other types of skills than those fostered by a standard essay. Designating specific audiences can focus writing projects in particular courses. The length of the written product can be extended to involve more detailed or synthetic work. In addition to the classic term paper, these might include policy reports, guides to materials for future researchers, research proposals, aids for lectures, and so on. Alternatively, writing assignments may be narrowed to focus on specific skills. These types may include newspaper articles or letters, book reviews (or exhibit or media reviews) for journals or other formats, synopses or executive briefs, and so on. Creative alternatives include the production of imagined communications between contemporary historic figures or the construction of journals or diaries in the voices of relevant historical actors (e.g., Chang, 2002). Student writing need not appear in finished and refined forms to develop the relevant skills. Personal journals and reading logs, for example, document creative and critical thinking (several examples are provided in Rusnock, 1999).

Benefits: Aims and objectives commonly chosen for set essays can be accomplished through writing projects of many kinds. Moreover, different writing formats allow tutors to concentrate on specific skills or learning outcomes. For example, evaluation skills can be demonstrated just as clearly in a 1,000 word book review, written so it could appear in an academic journal, as they can be in a routine 2,500 word targeted essay. Indeed, the reduced word count forces students to set priorities and to keep their writing focused. It also gives them more time to think about their actual presentation. A specific audience for the writing can improve the student’s sense of voice and direction. Fewer words per essay also reduce the overall volume of material a tutor must read while marking.

The familiarity of set essays seems to be the key factor limiting a tutor’s choice regarding types of writing assignments (Knight and Edwards, 1995: 11). The QAA benchmark statement for history recommends more than set essays in their discussion of assessment:

Students should be expected to undertake a wide range of assignments (such as seminar and group presentations, reports, reviews, gobbets or document papers, essays of varying lengths, C & IT projects, dissertations). It should be explained to students how such assignments enable them to
improve their writing and oral-communication skills, as well as those of evidence-handling, the critical treatment of themes/historical arguments and the thoughtful, persuasive presentation of their work.

…We recommend that all departments should give serious consideration to the provision of opportunity for single-honours students to be assessed by essays of various types (as, for example, ‘long’ essays reflecting depth of scholarship, ‘short’ essays requiring precision of focus; essays focusing on different historical concepts - change, cause, similarity and difference etc.; essays written to a target length and essays written to time).

(William, et al., 2000: 5–6)

Lea and Stierer (2000) consider the wider role of writing skills in higher education and the relation between writing projects and various forms of academic literacy.

Alternative formats for writing assignments also break the routine of set essays and challenge writing skills. This prevents over-specialisation by students, thus increasing the reliability of assignments as tests.

Lea and Street (2000) discuss student ability to monitor tutor expectations and adjust their skills accordingly. This leads to concerns over fairness with a routine of set essays (as students unfamiliar with a tutor are disadvantaged) and promotes diversity of format. A successful newspaper article, for instance, requires different skills and writing structures than a targeted essay. An extended essay develops some skills; an argument outline develops others.

Shifting formats can bring expectations into better focus and reduce confusion. Students are slow to appreciate the changing expectations of writing assignments as they progress from introductory to intermediate and advanced courses. This is especially true when assignments over many courses use the same basic format and describe assignments using the same terms. Tutors often have difficulty describing their differing expectations for writing when it appears in different settings or different stages of the degree programme (Ivanic, et al., 2000).

Writing in some formats, especially when role-playing, can give students valuable new perspectives on course material and promote

---

6 The trio of concepts: fairness, validity (the degree of fit between the learning objectives indicated to the students and the learning achievements evaluated in an assessment), and reliability (assessment is consistent and repeatable, using the same standard across all students) are discussed in detail by Gipps (1994), Brown (2001), and Torrance (1994).
active learning. It promotes empathy, which the QAA benchmark statement encourages as part of the historian’s “quality of mind” (Fletcher, et al., 2000: 3). Some evidence suggests this develops deeper learning of course content. Framing their knowledge in new ways will encourage the student to evaluate the broader importance of their material and consider how the knowledge acquired in an academic setting links to audiences outside their institution.

**Recommendations and Implementation:** When diversifying writing assignments, tutors should not simply select a new format at random. Set specific aims and objectives, and then select a writing structure that is well suited to them. Miller, Imbrie, and Cox (1998), for instance, distinguish several types of essays based around objectives:

- short answer: shows mastery of a single concept, usually descriptive;
- essay outline: shows mastery of substance and clarity of argument without an emphasis on exposition;
- set essay: shows analytical skills with an emphasis on developing a thesis and argument;
- extended essay: allows substantial exposition on a topic with a focus on depth and specialised knowledge or skills;
- dissertation: allows integrated, synthetic study in depth over a wide field.

Hounsell (2000) suggests many other types. Ideally, objectives for writing assignments should be tailored not only to the course objects but also to the courses’ place within the relevant degrees and the broader programme of skills development.

Tutors will find a great deal of information available on different writing genres. This advice is useful for focusing expectations within an assignment’s aims and objectives. Explicit guidance and support are vital when new genres are introduced (Macintosh, 1974). Students also should be encouraged to consider and even research demands of different genres. Displaying models and discussing the project in briefing sessions will provide useful benchmarks. Students can be asked to peer assess samples of a new genre (Race and Brown, 1993). For short writing projects, criteria for assessment should make clear what specific skills are the particular focus of assessment. Criteria for large projects should prioritise skills within the wide range of those a student will put to use. These criteria also should make clear overall expectations regarding the balance of breadth versus depth, analysis versus synthesis, and so on.
On student writing, Henry (1994) presents an overview of project work—oriented towards projects with written submissions such as literature reviews, information searches, empirical research such as case studies, and design projects—and is especially good for helping tutors appreciate broader pedagogical scope for this sort of work. Turk and Kirkman (1989) and McMurrey (2002, also on-line) provide general guides for writing for specialty purposes, such as instructions, proposals, explanations, letters, minutes, and examinations. Notes for guidance from granting agencies are useful for proposal projects. Many of these are available on-line—e.g., (US) National Science Foundation (NSF, 2001), (UK) Arts and Humanities Research Board (AHRB, 2002), and the Royal Society (2002).

For journalistic formats, Mencher (1998) is a standard general textbook for training journalists and provides guidance for tutors constructing objectives and tutorials around such projects. Mencher (1999) focuses on news journalism; this is a classic text. Organisations such as the Poynter Institute (poynter.org) and the Writing Program at The Providence Journal (projo.com/words/) support journalism training with extensive on-line support. Many secondary school sample lesson plans for newspaper writing and story editing can be found on Internet sites and co-opted for introductory courses (keyword search “how to write a newspaper article”). Dick (1989) treats writing for magazines. Henning (2000) and Neilsen (1995-2002) treat writing for Web sites. An easily accessible source for basic elements of writing news articles is DFP (1997), which also considers other journalistic formats and offers advice on specific types of news stories.

Large writing projects are suitable for group work (Thorley and Gregory, 1994; Hunter, et al., 1996; Jaques, 2000; Nicholson and Ellis, 2000) and for combination with oral presentations or posters. They also allow a strong element of self-design by the student, thus fostering skills of decision-making, design, planning, time management, and creative problem solving (Macintosh, 1974; Clift and Imrie, 1981; Brown, et al., 1997).

Potential problems: The design of longer running projects must be undertaken with care to avoid overloading the student with demands or over-running the course calendar. Brown, Bull and Pendlebury (1997) advise on encouraging self-management and the timetabling of longer-term projects. Macintosh (1974: 107) offers advice on various design plans for project work that allow for different levels of student
autonomy and staff input. Though writing projects can focus on many elements of the research, reading, reasoning, and writing processes, each assignment should focus on a specific and limited number of skills. The remainder should be left to other courses in the degree sequence. Progression throughout the degree may involve sequential development of skills (one after another), or ever more inclusive sets of skills.

Supervision of writing projects can place heavy demands on tutors. Self and peer assessment programmes reduce this burden, especially in formative stages. They also provide regular benchmarks for monitoring progress. Regular availability of tutors for consultation is important (Race and Brown, 1993), and students should be encouraged to take an active role managing their needs (Phillips and Pugh, 1994: 93–112). Students undertaking longer-term projects normally undergo a cycle of psychological states and explicit attention to these can be a part of the supervision process (Phillips and Pugh, 1994: 72–81). Regular meetings help the student avoid a sense of isolation and help the tutor monitor progress. Criteria for tutor input should be standardized, especially where several members of staff are active in advising students for a single course (Clift and Imrie, 1981).

Students tend to see shorter assignments as less demanding. This leads to both their deferment of effort and a sense that less effort is required. Frank discussions of expectations at the start and formative assessment as the project develops can keep student effort focused on learning objectives and help to promote genuine development of skills.

5. Final examinations

This section considers the strengths and weaknesses of final examinations as an assessment tool. It also considers ways to adjust their standard design to broaden their overall value in assessment systems. In the next section, we consider alternatives.

The standard final examination is a previously unseen, time-constrained, invigilated exam undertaken following the completion of a course or at the end of an academic session. Normally the examination involves tasks in which the student recalls course content, demonstrates their mastery of methodologies developed in a course, or applies the syllabus to novel problems. Normally, students produce written scripts, and the tasks set are not subject to negotiation or reformulation. The final examination is one of the most common forms of assessment in history of science courses (e.g., Steffens, 1992; 2001).
**Benefits:** Final examinations provide summative assessment of a student’s mastery of course content and objectives. The QAA benchmark statement for history suggests several benefits of final examinations:

> We also recommend that departments give serious consideration to requiring students to write at least some essays under exam conditions which afford safeguards against plagiarism and the use of inappropriate outside assistance. This also gives students the opportunity to develop relevant life-skills such as the ability to produce coherent, reasoned and supported arguments under pressure. (Fletcher, et al., 2000: 6)

Student entry into final examinations can be coded to allow for confidentiality of identify. This provides a sense of protection against favouritism or retribution by the examiners. Marking final examinations can be time-consuming and tedious, but the use of final examinations can reduce the overall demands on tutors for marking and support. Rust (2001) offers suggestions for streamlining this process using standardised forms.

**Recommendations and Implementation:** Most students will be familiar with the demands of final examinations and have at least some relevant study skills. Working effectively under examination conditions is a skill that can be continuously developed. Ideally, tutors should help students with examination skills: providing them with opportunities to work through typical examinable tasks under simulated examination conditions, and then offering formative assessment on their performance. Students should not simply be thrown into final exams as though they were rites of passage. Advice for examination preparation is common in student guides. Tracy (2002) is comprehensive and especially useful. Race (1999; 2000), Nothredge (1990) and Rowntree (1998) set revision for exams within the wider context of study skills. Goodwin and Bishop (2001) offer on-line advice.

Constructing final examinations is no easy matter. Tutors first need to identify the course objectives an examination is meant to assess. Final examinations are good choices for some assessment purposes but poor choices for others. They offer an efficient means for testing low-level cognitive skills such as memorising, identifying, and describing (Biggs, 1999). They can be used to measure a student’s factual grasp of

---

7 Brown, Race, and Smith (1996) describe student impressions of skills being tested in typical examinations.
course content or basic matters of chronology and substance. They also can test middle-level cognitive skills, such as a student’s ability to extract generalisations or to apply concepts and methodologies developed to new information. The pressure of timed examinations tests a student’s ability to process information quickly and to prioritise their ideas. These assets suggest examinations can be useful at early stages of a degree programme but less effective for assessment of higher-level cognitive skills (such as synthesis) or independent research.

Tutors should consult their colleagues and teaching assistants when drafting exams to consider four aspects of their examination scripts. Two aspects are relatively straightforward. First, clarity. Are the instructions explicit and clear? Are the questions direct and understandable? Are questions written so as to allow only one interpretation? Do questions ask for vague, open-ended work (e.g., “consider” or “discuss”) or specific observable actions (e.g., “contrast” or “defend”)? Second, realism. Are the set tasks do-able within the allotted time, within the scope of the syllabus, within what might be reasonable to expect for a course at its particular status within a degree programme?

A third aspect for consultation involves the relationship between the tasks set and the course objectives the examination is expected to assess. Tutors should be able to identify how a specific task provides a means for monitoring the stated objectives. Importantly, final examinations need not monitor all course aims and objectives by themselves; they may form only part of the overall assessment process. (This prescription can release tutors from demanding too much out of an examination paper and their students.) Tasks set in examinations without clear connections to course outcomes either should be reworked or deleted.

A final aspect for consultation involves criteria for assessment. Tutors should be able to identify their expectations for exam responses not only in terms of the narrow context of the set tasks (what constitutes an acceptable or ideal response to the task set) but also for the general context of progress towards the stated course outcomes. Model answers, rubrics and checklists are useful devices for explicitness. These should aim to provide operational definitions for various levels of mastery. Such criteria may seem tedious to construct. However, they provide helpful guidance for students seeking to prioritise their learning, and they offer a lead to students anxious to follow.
Potential problems: Final examinations receive considerable criticism (Fawthrop, 1968; Ellington, et al., 1993; Race, 1995; Bauer, 1997; Fallows and Steven, 2000; more cited in Brown, 2001). Critics argue the standard final examination promotes shallow learning (such as memorising) that tends to be forgotten quickly by students. Tutors rely on final examinations for too many purposes and prefer exams for their relative convenience rather than their educational value. Tutors relying on final examinations also tend to find students poorly engaged in their classrooms. Students can score well on examinations through specialist survival techniques rather than deep understanding of course content or fulfilment of course objectives. As summative assessment, examinations provide little feedback to students and give them little guidance regarding future learning needs or ways they might improve. Final examinations cultivate few skills valued in professional careers. Critics of final examinations focus especially on issues of validity: what precisely is being assessed under examination conditions? Race and Brown (1993) compare tutor and student expectations for examinations. Solutions to these problems can be considered in sequence.

Final examinations may promote shallow learning and short-term retention when they are presented as an unsupported assessment tool detached from the learning process of a course. In some contexts, such as foundation courses, low-level cognitive skills such as memorising are important learning outcomes. In other contexts tutors rely on these skills but emphasise others in their assessment. Lower level cognitive skills have an important role to play in higher education. The criticism seems to be focused on cases where tutors promote nothing more than low-level skills in their courses. Tutors always have the option of setting tasks on examinations that provide only small rewards for low-level skills.

Students memorise as a last resort—when they feel grossly underprepared, don’t know what to expect, or as a reaction to panic. Tutors can reduce the sense of panic by clearly presenting their expectations and criteria for assessment. This makes a point to identify the relative contribution low level cognitive skills will make to the overall assessment. Where these skills are crucial, tutors can prepare students with long-term attention to the revision process. This can include self and peer assessment of knowledge during tutorials, active learning in lectures, or tutorial support aimed towards identifying key information and providing contexts for its assimilation (such as through visual aids, pneumonic devices, and cognitive connections with other material in their lives).
The point about long-term attention to the revision process also relates to concerns about examinations shifting the centre of learning within a course. Students experience courses through their assessment and will even abandon the learning they achieve during the course if they don’t anticipate credit for it later in the course (Harvey and Knight, 1996). Assessment by final examination can imply to students that lectures and other class activities have no value other than as they relate to that exam. Hence the dreaded question—“will this be on the exam?”—and the many complaints from tutors that students have low levels of engagement during a course. Final examinations normally sit outside a course’s curriculum, little noticed until they are immanent. Tutors who use a final examination might keep the demands of the final examination ever-present during class activities and encourage students to consider their work in relation to course objectives. Some course material may provide foundation knowledge for a learning objective. Other material may provide the concepts students will be expected to analyse, or it may develop skills they will be expected to apply in another context.

Brief knowledge and skill tests can be undertaken during the course so students can assess their own degree of mastery. Such additions to course work integrate a tutor’s expectations about assessment into the student’s experience of a course day-to-day. Other tactics include: distributing past exam papers at the start of term and reviewing them periodically during the course, asking students to create examinable tasks (then discussing their value as measures of course outcomes and their plausible responses), issuing sample tasks for examination from time to time during the course, or managing study circles within a course (in which students can teach each other, thus taking active ownership of their learning).

Final examinations also normally sit outside a course’s curriculum because the feedback students receive tends to be sparse and normally lacks formative content. Return of this information also normally is long delayed. Summative assessment of final exams can be transformed easily into formative roles. Focusing on course objectives, tutors can create rubrics or checklists for examined tasks to provide feedback that is either impressionistic or detailed (Brown, et al., 1994). These can be separated from exam scripts, copied for records, and returned to students. Students wishing quick returns can provide a self-addressed stamped envelope.

Departments can focus on exam performance generally by asking students to self assess their strengths and weaknesses during revision
periods. Meeting with a personal tutor, students can compare their assessment with tutor comments and create a plan for skill development. Departmental procedures for annual surveys can direct tuition regarding the examination process. Tutors at the start of a new session can ask returning students to reflect on their strengths and weaknesses with past examinations. This provides a forum for identifying the differences in expectations one year compared with another. The overall aim should be to help students avoid relying on survival techniques and shift their focus to skill development and deep learning of course objectives.

Frequent claims that final exams cultivate few skills valued in professional careers are disputed by Fletcher, et al. (2000: 6), who suggest the pressure of timed and summary performance reflects workplace demands. In some ways performance under pressure is the whole point of harsh examination conditions (though this rarely is a stated course objective!). Regardless, when final examinations are used in combination with other assessment tools, the concern about narrow value is mitigated. This concern also seems to relate to examinations that assess only low-level cognitive skills. Exams can be constructed to engage any number of key skills (in whatever sense of the term, e.g., Griffiths, et al., 1999; Fallows and Steven, 2000; Murphy, 2001). Drawing attention to key skill connections can help students appreciate the relevance of final examinations to their personal development.

Critics of final examinations focus especially on issues of fairness and validity. On fairness, Fletcher, et al. (2000: 6) emphasise the importance of invigilated examinations as a check on plagiarism and unfair assistance from others. By isolating students and setting them to work on previously unseen tasks, tutors are supposed to obtain a measure of that student alone regarding their mastery of course objectives. Thus, final examinations are said to improve fairness because they subject all students to a common measure.

Critics complain that this sense of fairness is too narrow and possibly deceptive. On one level, it assumes students have equal knowledge of what tasks might be set in the examination. Underground trading of past papers and course intelligence is common, but this can be superseded by the tutor distributing documents directly. Open discussion of revision strategy and likely examination tasks can provide a level footing for all students. On another level, some students consistently perform better under examination conditions than others. This selective process takes place even in seemingly trivial aspects of examinations (dense exams favour those who can write quickly or who have a
confidence knowledge of English; commuting students have more logistic hurdles to distract them on the day of the examination than resident students; students fresh from secondary education are acclimated to examination conditions far more than students returning to higher education later in life). Tutors can design examination tasks to mitigate these factors as much as possible. On a third level, some students specialise in preparing themselves for examination conditions to the exclusion of most other types of skills or learning objectives. They might focus, for instance, on memorising and regurgitation but ignore analysis or comparison. Tutors should emphasise to students the range of skills they will monitor during examinations and set their questions accordingly. Balancing multiple tasks on an exam paper can test all students in both familiar and unfamiliar ways.

Students frequently complain their performance under examination conditions is hampered by factors such as stress and exhaustion. On stress, students can develop anxiety reducing strategies through on-line advice (e.g., Goodwin and Bishop, 2001) or guides to revision (e.g., Northedge, 1990; Race, 1999; Race, 2000; Tracy, 2002). Many student support or counselling centres at universities offer guidance for reducing examination anxiety (e.g., US CS, 2000; CPSU SAS, 2002). Tutors can help reduce examination anxiety by increasing their sense of preparation. First, students tend to develop misconceptions about the examination process and the tasks likely to be set in a particular exam paper. Tutors should make their expectations and criteria for assessment clear. Tutors should identify the objectives monitored by an exam and discuss ways students can demonstrate their proficiency in these areas. Practice under examination conditions and peer assessment of practice work helps clarify expectations.

Exhaustion manifests typically for two main reasons. One is last-minute preparation for the examination itself. Revision requires time management and planning skills, both of which can be considered as a course develops. Course work can have explicit components directed towards assisting revision.

Another reason for exhaustion relates to the demands imposed by the examination itself. Tutors should consider the mental and physical pace they require of students during examination conditions. An exam scheduled for a three-hour period should not require students to write continuously for three hours. Time must be added not only for mental work (e.g., thinking, structuring, reflecting, debating) but also for physical work (e.g., slow and legible writing, outlining). Long examinations place
harsh strains on bodies. Tutors should add time for resting muscles and brains as well as for stretching. Exam settings also ignore physiological rhythms. Tutors can advise students on the effects of certain behaviours before examinations. Large infusions of caffeine, sugar, or nicotine, for instance, may seem to spark abilities but these are short term. They tend to be followed by crashes in energy levels and discomfort. In the long run, these can make the student’s work more difficult.

6. Other types of exams

The standard final examination is a previously unseen, time-constrained, invigilated exam undertaken after the course. Four alternative examination settings are frequently used in higher education:

1. assessment under invigilated conditions of a previously unseen paper but students are allowed to consult their own notes (open book exams)
2. assessment under invigilated conditions based on a paper previously disclosed to students (pre-published exams)
3. assessment based on a paper distributed to students on which they may work openly and consult sources freely (take-away exams)
4. assessment by direct questioning based on submitted work, unseen questions, or a previously published script (oral exams or viva voces; see Section 7)

**Benefits:** Standard final examinations are useful tools for assessing low and medium level cognitive skills, but they are poor tools for assessing high-level cognitive skills. These alternative examination formats allow a tutor to set tasks that minimise low-level skills and maximise higher-level skills. They also allow a tutor to monitor proficiency over a much wider range of key skills than is possible under the conditions of isolation required by standard final exams (Rowntree, 1987; Brown and Knight, 1994).

Open book exams reduce the reward for memorisation and increase the emphasis a tutor might place on data retrieval, comprehension, relations, application, and synthesis (Heywood, 1989). Time constraints reward preparation and information management. Access to familiar material relieves student anxieties grounded in fears of failed recall or demands for arcane knowledge (Beard and Hartley, 1984; Heywood, 1989). This freedom from rote learning allows students to dedicate their study effort towards deeper learning and analytical skills (Jackson and Jaques, 1976).
Pre-published exams release students from some of the problems imposed by invigilated examinations of fixed time length. They also provide opportunities for reflection and deeper analysis in settings students find more conducive to this type of work. They allow tutors to set tasks that are more complex and allow students to access whatever resources they think are relevant to their preparation. Students can focus their skill development to specific ends. Pre-published exams encourage group work while still assessing students based on their individual mastery of learning objectives under invigilated conditions.

Take-away exams carry most advantages of pre-published exams. In addition, they allow opportunities for additional research, fact checking, collaboration, and peer assessment. They also allow some flexibility for the students in setting their own pace when engaging the tasks to be assessed. Completion of take-away exams outside invigilated settings means students can rely on familiar writing techniques and technologies. These can improve their grammar, spelling, and writing structure. This comfort contributes to the overall sense students feel about the validity of this examination process.

Alternative examination formats can be a real boost for student appraisals of fairness and for the validity of the test process (Clift and Imrie, 1981). They also set tasks that more closely simulate those demanded in professional working environments (Beard and Hartley, 1984). Promoting these skills in a degree programme will teach students how to make quick and effective use of their resources while under time pressure.

**Recommendations and Implementation:** Tutors must make their expectations clear when using these alternative formats. These should include expectations regarding the specific constraints and opportunities provided in the chosen format as well as the specific procedures students will be expected to follow. Tutors also should present relevant criteria for assessment. Students can be included in the process of creating these criteria.

For open book examinations, tutors must give students guidance on what material is acceptable for use in the invigilated setting. Some universities have regulations on this matter and these must be respected. When students are allowed to bring simply anything into the examination, tutors risk considerable disruption owing to the sheer volume of material likely to appear. They also risk issues of equity, as the students who acquire key sources from libraries will have an unfair
advantage over others. Only paper resources should be allowed. Tutors might set a limit on what students can bring, such as only required texts or one notebook (of fixed size) of handwritten materials. Students sometimes put a great deal of effort into exam aids when these are restricted to a fixed size and allowed only when handwritten by the student; this creates a setting for considerable active learning as they acquire, prioritise, and structure their information.

For pre-published papers, several decisions must be made to define the overall process. First, tutors must consider the length of the interval between distributing the paper and the invigilated examination itself. Papers that set complex tasks requiring background research or detailed reflection must timetable this additional work into the process. Depending on the tutor’s strategy, papers can be distributed as early as the first meeting of the course or as late as the day before the scheduled exam. Distributing a pre-published paper early might help efforts to connect the examined tasks to active learning over the term. Distributing it close to the scheduled examination might relieve anxiety and provide a short opportunity for reflection, but it assumes students have revised and can set time aside in their schedule to undertake the tasks set in the pre-published paper. This short notice might increase anxiety if some material required has not been learned and it appears “too late” to sort that out. For short intervals, tutors must consider the other commitments students might have within the available time. Working students will need time to plan open periods for concentration. Students with other examinations may carry an unfairly heavy burden.

Second, tutors must ensure the pre-published paper is available to all students at the same time following instructions in course documentation. This is especially important if the interval between pre-publication and the exam is short. Extra steps should be taken to ensure no student has grounds for complaint regarding access to the pre-published paper.

Third, with pre-published papers tutors must consider whether they allow an open book format to the actual examination. If students are allowed notes, they are likely to bring completed essays ready for copying or extensive notes ready for transferral. This has implications for the validity of the exam paper as an examination of the individual student.

Finally and most important, tutors must consider the relation between the pre-published paper and the actual paper students sit under examination conditions. Options include:
1. providing students with the exact paper
2. providing students with a general description of the tasks set in the paper
3. providing students with model questions analogous to the questions set in the paper
4. providing students with a population of exact questions from which the paper will be drawn

Each approach has its advocates and critics. Cain (2002) combines 4. and 2. Providing exact questions relieves anxiety and focuses revision. It also reveals to students the range of skills expected under examination conditions. Collaboration is assumed during revision; indeed, students frequently are found dividing the work, then actively teaching each other their speciality. Questions for the paper students actually sit for the invigilated period are selected at random from the population of possible questions. Providing more questions than will appear on the examination promotes revision across the breadth of the curriculum and learning objectives regardless of what actually appears on the exam paper. Combining this strategy with one that generally describes additional tasks set in the actual exam paper provides students with enough information to prepare for the examination as a whole but deliberately tests different sets of skills on different elements of the paper. Use of 4. preserves an opportunity to test student mastery of course outcomes as individuals. These tasks tend to involve high-level cognitive skills that draw on the broad knowledge of the syllabus gained from revision of pre-published questions or an application of medium level cognitive skills to novel material.

Miller, Imbrie, and Cox (1998: 199–201) argue against 1. and 4., proposing 2.—i.e., tutors should publish detailed descriptions of the questions and their objectives. In their example, a description might ask students to prepare as follows:

“In this section you will be given the names of ten key figures discussed in the course and for five of them you will be asked to identify their most important primary source, then summarise the content of that source. I will be looking for your ability to weigh different notions of value in your choice of ‘most important,’ and I will be looking at the depth of knowledge and overall understanding you have regarding the sources you choose to describe. A good answer will be factually correct. A great answer will present both obvious and subtle layers of meaning for the work.”
For take-away exam papers, tutors should assume collaboration occurs. They also should consider how to safeguard against plagiarism and inappropriate assistance by others. Take-away papers should have a fixed and well-advertised schedule for dissemination and return. Timing issues are like those for pre-published papers. Any task requiring student access to certain resources must only be introduced when those resources are in sufficient supply for all students to access them.

_Potential problems:_ These alternative formats for set examinations face the same potential problems as final examinations unless they are planned with care. Brown and Knight (1994) provide a general discussion.

7. Viva voce and oral examinations

Viva voce (viva) and oral examinations involve a dialogue or interview in which the student is expected to provide responses to a series of either pre-prepared questions or set topics for discussion. The tutor typically poses the questions, and then serves as examiner. Students are assessed according to criteria set before the meeting. Assessment can be either formative or summative. Written materials produced by the student can supplement these examinations, or they can form the focus of discussion. The length of interview can vary and should increase as students progress through a degree programme. Interviews should involve a permanent record of proceedings both for auditing purposes and for their formative value in debriefing.

_Benefits:_ Vivas are a common assessment tool in some academic settings. Interviews offer a mechanism for formative assessment. Vivas frequently assist examiners when they have difficulty classifying a borderline student in terms of qualitative degree categories. They also are common in cases of suspected plagiarism or other irregularities (Brown and Knight, 1994; Carroll and Appleton, 2001), or when assessing group work where tutors are pressed to identify the extent of each student's accomplishment. Vivas allow tutors to probe the depth and breadth of student accomplishment. Vivas can supplement written material, and thus can be used to overcome student limitations with written communication (Clift and Imrie, 1981). They also can be used to test communication skills, stress management and analytical skills. Vivas have immediacy and allow personalisation.

In viva voce, students are asked to “think on their feet” (Fry, _et al._, 1999). The ability to present oneself in such circumstances is a vital
transferable skill for any workplace. Skill development in this area is undervalued, and the rewards far outweigh the anxiety it is likely to cause.

Recommendations and Implementation: Students will need clear guidance on the procedure for a viva voce well in advance. This includes the agenda, some information on the tasks students can expect to engage, criteria for assessment, and guidance on etiquette. Students should have guidance on what materials they should revise (e.g., essays or other project materials or prepared submissions) and what materials they might bring (e.g., notes, outlines, or supplemental texts) to the examination. Tutors should have a clear plan for viva voces and follow the set agenda. The agenda may reveal actual questions used, or it may simple indicate a procedure to be followed. Consistent adherence to an agenda increases the validity of viva voces as an assessment tool.

Tutors should prepare their basic framework of questions in advance whether or not these are disclosed to students. Attention should be paid to the relative balance between closed questions (which require clear-cut answers and leave little room for ambiguity) and open-ended questions (which allow many possible answers and answers of indefinite length). Tutors also should clearly identify the relationship between the answers students provide and the determination of marks. Are points lost for factual errors? Can questions be skipped? Is the tutor more interested in an overall sense of ability or a display of mastery for specific tasks? Guidance in these areas increases the overall validity of viva voces, especially when comparing marks provided from one examination or examiner to the next. Students have the right to expect conditions as nearly identical as is practical. Burniston (1982) tests several aspects of viva voce structure regarding validity and reliability. Brown, Hitchman, and Yeoman (1971) test the reliability of oral examinations to work in chemistry. Tutors should plan for the content of viva voces to be compromised after the first student leaves the examination and ensure the first student has as much opportunity to do well as those undergoing examination later.

Vivas must proceed in a structured fashion. Students should be given simple questions at first or asked to deliver a prepared introduction. Questions relying on student recall of factual information can be affected by nervousness. Questions applying analytical skills can make use of props such as primary material or relevant passages from familiar secondary sources. Van Ments (1989) offers practical advice for
structuring examinations. Examiners themselves should remain flexible with the questioning but stay focused on the agenda (Fry, et al., 1999). This flexibility should be combined with a “friendly but detached stance” that will put students at ease while maintaining the required official context of assessment (Brown, et al., 1997). The viva voce should have clear beginning and end points and proceed without outside interruption. Attention should be paid to room conditions—seating, lighting, technical equipment, and so on—before the start. Tutors should ensure viva voces are not interrupted once begun.

Students should be encouraged to prepare for viva voces in groups. These aid student preparation. They also reduce stress and prepare students for presenting their ideas orally (Brown, et al., 1997). Preparation for this kind of assessment should also allow for practice sessions for the student (and indeed staff where the task is unfamiliar). This practice can be either by means of a mock viva or by use of videotape examples during a briefing session (Brown, et al., 1997). If students are familiar with the structure and likely content of the assessment, anxiety can be greatly reduced (Clift and Imrie, 1981).

Attention must be paid to producing permanent records of student performance. This can involve recording the examination or careful note taking (Clift and Imrie, 1981; Bradford and O’Connell, 1998). Students can be asked to self assess their presentation.

With planning, vivas provide excellent opportunities for formative feedback. The viva is a unique opportunity for the examiner to gain access to student thought processes and analytical skills. This can help identify weaknesses and provide opportunities to suggest improvements. Debriefing immediately following the viva will enhance its formative value and reduce the uncertainty about achievement (Race, 1995).

Potential problems: An oral exam can be potentially very stressful for the student (Clift and Imrie, 1981; Habeshaw, et al., 1993). The tutors carrying out the exam must plan carefully and maintain flexibility of approach to strike a fine balance between asking challenging questions and intimidating the student and between keeping the student talking and directing the discussion. Potentially intimidating tones and room arrangements must be avoided (Habeshaw, et al., 1993; Fry, et al., 1999).

Staff time commitments for vivas are determined by design decisions. Time taken for the task can be minimised if the viva voce is undertaken alongside another type of assessment, for example with posters, or short essay papers. In this manner the viva itself can remain
short and serve more as a formative exercise for feedback on the written material submitted.

8. Conclusion
We realise our survey and synthesis approach only scratches the surface. We don’t aim to be exhaustive. Instead, we hope to fuel discussion of the appropriateness of our choices for assessment tools in monitoring the success of our learning objectives. We want to emphasise the strengths and weaknesses of our standard tools, and we want to introduce the range of alternatives available. Rather than re-invent wheels, we have sought to bring some of the relevant literature into this discussion. Curriculum designers need not work in isolation. A wealth of material is available about assessment tools and their appropriate application. Subsequent papers in this series will consider other assessment methods, such as posters, oral presentations, and Web evaluation and construction.
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